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WITH HARDENING EFFECT*
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Abstract. The complementary variational problems for finite plasticity with strain-

hardening effect are developed in this paper based on the theory of convex analysis.

A new lower bound theorem for the load intensity factor, in which the plastic yield

condition is relaxed by a complementary plastic superpotential, is proved. A simple

illustrative example is worked out.

1. Introduction. Complementary variational techniques for deriving approximate

solutions to initial-boundary value problems have received considerable interest in

recent years [1,2]. Based on the theory of nonsmooth analysis, a systematic treatment

of geometrically linear systems of elastoplasticity was presented in [3], It was shown

that there exists a full symmetry between the primal and complementary variational

problems. But, in the presence of geometrical nonlinearity, a number of fundamental

questions related to the complementary energy principle for nonlinear mechanics still

remain obscure.

Recently, the complementary principles for nonlinear variational boundary-initial

value problems have been studied in [4], By introducing the so-called complemen-

tary gap function, an interesting symmetry between the primal and dual variational

problems was proved with some important implications in nonlinear mechanics. The

term "gap" indicates that there is a difference between the conjugate function of the

potential energy functional and the complementary functional in the geometrically

nonlinear cases. Similar functions to the present gap function were considered earlier

by Onat [5] and Wierzbicki and Ploch [6] in the analysis of uniqueness and bound-

ing theorems in finite plasticity for one-dimensional problems. In the present paper,

an application of the gap function is given to problems of finite plasticity. A new

bound theorem is constructed, in which the plastic yield condition is relaxed by the

complementary plastic superpotential. It is proved that the existence of the bound is

closely related to the property of the gap function.
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2. Constitutive relation and governing equations. Let Q be an open, bounded, con-

nected subset of R3 with Lipschitz boundary T, U and £ are the admissible velocity

space and Kirchhoff stress space, respectively; A: U —> E is a nonlinear geometric

operator:

Av := + vV + (Vv)(vV)] = e(v) £ E. (1)

E is the conjugate space of £, i.e., the admissible Green strain space. The directional

derivative of e at u in the direction v 6 U is defined as

, , , .. e(u + tv) - e(u) . . . ...
de{u\v)\= lim — j — = A\{u)v (2)

where A \: U —► E is called the Gateaux derivative, [4, 7] of e(w) at u, which is also

a nonlinear geometric mapping:

A\(u)v = + dV + (Vf )(mV) + (Vm)(uV)].

So the material derivative of e may be written as

e(u) = A\(u)u € E (3)

where E is the admissible strain rate space. The conjugate operator A*: L —> L (L is

admissible force space) may be given by Gaussian transformation:

(Al(u)u,S)n = (u,a;(u)S)u. (4)

The bilinear form (*,*): E x L —> R is defined as (e,S) = e^Sij, and (*, *)n :=

fn(*, *) d£l, (*, *)jj := fa(*,*) d£l + fT{*,*)dr. It is interesting that A* is just the
equilibrium operator [4]:

f ~[(I + Vu)S] V inQ
^t(W)5= Z1 ; J (5)

l (/ -I- Vu)S ■ n on T.

For rigid-hardening plastic media, the constitutive equation may be written in

subdifferential inclusion form [3]:

(£,-#) edW(S,d*), (6)

where i? G 0 is an internal variable. For example, # can be defined as a dimensionless

plastic work:

$ = ~ [ dt f Se dQ. (7)
Jo JQ

Certainly, other definitions might also be useful. 3* € 0* is the conjugate variable

of &, and the plastic superpotential (f":Sx9'^R = Ru {+°°} is defined as

fO if G K
^*(5,^)= y/ (8)

I + oo otherwise,

where K c Z x 0* is a convex subset:

K := {{S, r) 6 E x 0*1 f(S, r) = J(S) -ab- F{d*) < 0 in £2}, (9)

in which J(S) is a convex function of the stress tensor S, ab is a material constant,

/•"($*) is a hardening function. The concept of superpotential was first proposed by
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Moreau [13] in the surface friction problem. We introduce it here to emphasize that

the function W* may not be continuous. In the theory of convex analysis (cf. e.g. [7]),

W* is called the indicator of the convex set K; it is convex, lower semicontinuous,

and subdifferentiable. d IV*(S, &*) denotes the subdifferential of W* at (S, $*), which

is a convex subset of E x 0 [3]:

' Xdf(S,V) if/(S,r) = 0, A>0,

a^*(5):=|{0} if/(S,i?*)<0, (10)

.0 if f(S,$*) > 0.

I.e., under the constraint f(S, #*) = 0, A > 0, the constitutive relation (7) may be

written as

mO. (..)

The subdifferential constitutive relation (6) is very important in the theory of plas-

ticity. Now we shall give some more detailed explanation. In fact, according to the

theory of convex analysis, for any given (S, $*) e £ x 0*, the subdifferential relation

(6) is equivalent to the following inequality:

+ V(r,f)€lx0*. (12)

If e ^ 0 and & ̂  0, then (S,d*) must be on the yield surface, i.e., f(S,d*) = 0, and

if (T,<j>*) e K, the inequality (12) will degenerate to

(e,S-T)+ {-&,&*-</>')> 0 V(r,f)eK. (13)

This is the general form of Drucker's postulate for a hardening material. We should

stress here that in Drucker's postulate, the field variables (T,<j)*) should satisfy the

yield condition, i.e., (T,<f>*) e. K. However, this constraint is relaxed in the general-

ized Drucker's hypothesis (12).

For linear hardening material, we can assume that F(&*) = ft* = H$, where H is

a positive tensor. Hence we have

It is assumed that the body is initially in a natural state. During the large deformation

process, the body Q is subjected to a quasi-static loading system: body forces b(x)

in CI, surface tractions t = vc^(x) on the boundary T,. Then we have the following

abstract governing equations:

(1) Geometric Equation:

Ai(u)u-e = 0 in Q, u = 0 on r„,

(2) Equilibrium Equation:

y4*(M)5'-6 = 0 in Q, A*(u)S — vcl = 0 on T,,

(3) Constitutive Equation:

(e,-d) EdW*{S,d*), &* = Hd in CI.

It is rather unlikely that for given unit loading systems 1 on T,, an exact loading fac-

tor and a complete solution (u,S,&*) can be found, because of the presence of two

(14)
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sources of nonlinearity (geometric nonlinearity and constitutive nonlinearity). There-

fore, some approximate technique for estimating uc would be useful for engineering

applications.

3. Variational inequality. Let ~La be a time-independent statically admissible space:

:= {(v, r,f)eUxEx 0*|/l*(i;)S - b = 0 in Q,

A*(v)S - vl = 0 on T(, (15)

v = 0 or T = 0, (f>* = 0 in Q at the initial state},

in which v > 0 is a statically admissible load factor associated with (v,S) e £a-

Introducing the so-called gap function [4] G: U x £ —> R:

G(v, T) := (~A2(v)v, T)n = [ hvv)(vV)Tdn, (16)

where A2 is a geometric mapping: A2{v)v := -j(Vv)(t;V); we may propose the

following bounding theorem.

Theorem 1. For any given time-independent statically admissible fields (v, T,4>*) e

£a, if the gap function satisfies G(v, T) > 0, then the following variational inequality

holds:

Vc>v(v,T)~ f W*(T, </>*) dQ.. (17)
J n

Proof. From the subdifferential including (6), we have

W*(T, 4>*)~ > (e,T-S) - (#,0* - #*} V(7\^*) elx 0*. (18)

Letting u = v + Su and = 0* + S$*, and noting that v, T, and </>* are time-

independent, we have u — Su, 6* = SB*, and

e(u) = e(v + Su) = A\(v)Su - 2A2{Su)Su. (19)

Substituting into (18) yields

W*(T,<j)*)-W*{S,$*) > (Ax{y)8U, T) - (2A2(Su)Su, T)

- (Ai(u)u,S) + {H~{Sd*,Sd*) V(w, ̂fJeUxEx 0*.

Integrating this inequality, and using Gaussian transformation, we obtain

[ W*(T,4>*)dn- [ W*(S,$*)dn
Jn Jn

> (Su,A;(v)T)u-(2A2(du)Sii, T)n - (u,A\{u)S)u

+ {H-l6d*,dfr)a V{v,T,(t>*)e Uxlx0*

= (u, v(v, T) 7)r, - (2A2(Su)Su, T)a - (u, v~t )r,

+ {H-lS&*M')a V(v,T,P) €lfl.

(20)
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By performing time-integration and considering the property of the super-potential

W*, we have

[ W*(T, <j)*)d£l- [ W*(S,d*) dCl
Jo. Jci

> (u,u(v, r)7)r,|o - (A2(Su)Su, T)n\'0 - (u, vcl)r,\'0 + |{,

= (i/(«, T) - vc)(u,l)r, + G{{u - v), T) + l-((r - - d'))a

V(v,T,^)eLa. (21)

For any given (v, T) e La, if G(v, T) > 0, we have G(u — v,T)> 0. Removing the

positive terms on the right-hand side of (21), noticing that (m,7)r, > 0 and using the

property of the superpotential, the variational inequality (17) is proved. Q.E.D.

4. Application. Consider a simply supported beam fully restrained from axial

motion and subjected to a uniformly distributed load. For the sake of simplicity,

the axial component of the displacement is neglected. The geometrical parameters

involved and the coordinate systems are defined in Fig. 1. The abstract governing

equations in this case have the form:

M" + (NwJ + vp = 0,

N' = 0,
1 ;2 (22)

6 - 2 '

K = -W",

where w is displacement in the y direction, and M and N denote bending moment

and axial force, respectively. Corresponding generalized strains are (/c,e). For a

rectangular cross section of the beam, the yield function is described by [6, 8]:

<23)

in which Ms = ash2/4, Ns = ash, and as = <Jb + d* = ab{ 1 + Hd), (H = H/ab).

According to the general definition, given Eq. (7), the internal parameter $ in the

case of a beam-string is

# = y^r- f' dt [L(Mk -l- Ne)dx. (24)
LNS Jo Jo

It was shown in Ref. [11] that when 5 > h/2, the stress profile on the yield condition

is reduced to the point M = 0, N = Ns. Introducing these values into Eq. (24), the

time integration can be readily performed to give

1 (L
i? = — / e dx. (25)

L J o

If small deflections are considered, S < h/2, the definition of the parameter $ should

include both k and e, but our interest is in the large deflection range.
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b  21 •
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T

y
Fig. 1. Beam under a uniform loading.

The gap function (14) in this case has the form

fi i
G{w,N)= / -Nw'2 dx. (26)

Jo 2

From the loading conditions, it is easy to see that N > 0, which implies that

G{w,N) > 0. Hence for given statically admissible fields (w,M,N), we have the

following inequality:

/'Jo
vc > v(w, M,N) — / W*(M,N,e*)dx. (27)

Now, let us choose the following statically admissible fields:

x2\ „ (. x2
w = Wq ̂ 1 — ~JT J ' N = n8Nb, (28)

where r],n > 0 are unknown parameters, Mb = obh2/4, Nb = abh, and 8 = wq/h.

Obviously, at the initial state (S = 0), w(8) - 0*{8) = 0. Substituting (28) into (22)

and (23) and letting 6* = H8(8), we get

v{5, tj,n) = t] + 4/z<52, P = ^p-, (29)

f (1,11,3) = ^(1 ~_f2//2) +  __i. (30)
1 1 + H6(S) (l+H8{8))2

Using Eqs. (22) and (25), the internal variable parameter & can be expressed in terms

of 8,

$ = jC282 (c h/L). (31)

Let t

(ri,n,8) = v(8,ri,/i)- f W'(M(ri),N(/i,8),e*{S))dx. (32)
Jo

V

Then for some given 8 > 0, we have the optimization lower bound problem

maxmaxi/ (t],n,S). (33)
u>0

According to the property of the superpotential (8), we can give a penalty type con-

struction of W* [3, 9, 10]:

W;(ri,n,S,a) = f[\^S) max{0,/}, (34)
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where a > 0 is a penalty factor. It is easy to prove that for any given r/,n,d > 0, we

have

W(M(ti),N(ji,S),6'(S))= lim Wp*(r,,n,S,a). (35)
a—►0+

So for any given strictly decreasing sequence {an > 0 (n = 1,2,...)}, the limit of the

following unconstrained optimization problem,

uo(d) = lim maxmaxlw + 4^S2 - W*(rj,n, S, a„)}, (36)
n—>+oo n>0 fi>0 y

gives the optimal lower bound of the safety factor l>c, i.e., fio(d) < vc(5).

5. Results and discussion. In order to illustrate the optimization procedure, cal-

culations were run for a particular beam with the slenderness parameter equal to

c = h/L = 0.2. The results are shown in Table 1 for a limiting case of a rigid, per-

fectly plastic material and also in Fig. 2 for a linear work-hardening material with

two different values of the hardening parameter H.

Table 1. Numerical results for large deformation plastic beam

(c = .2,77 = 0).

"o

Membrane solution

0.25

.781

.468

1.25

1.0

0.50

.340

.810

1.97

2.0

0.75

.289

.844

2.82

3.0

1.00

.10

.948

3.89

4.0

1.50

.03

.980

5.94

6.0

2.00

.02

.490

7.93

8.0

For comparison, shown in Fig. 2 (dash line) and Table 1 (last row) is a purely

membrane solution obtained from the set of equations (22) by assuming M = k =

0 and N = Nb. Using the dimensional quantities defined earlier, this solution is

represented by

vc = Ad. (37)

It can be seen that for large S the numerical solution approaches the analytical one, as

expected. An interesting property of the present analysis is revealed by examining the

variation of the parameters tj(S) and n(d) with the dimensional central deflection 3,

shown in Table 1. The bending moment starts at M = Mb and is rapidly diminishing

reaching practically zero for deflection equal to the beam thickness. At the same time,

the membrane force is steadily increasing towards the fully plastic axial force Nb. A

transition from flexural to membrane response of plastic beams has been reported in

earlier studies on this subject, for example in Ref. [11].

The elfect of strain hardening on the force deflection diagram is clearly seen in

Fig. 2. The present results are also fully compatible with previous solutions of the

same problem, presented by Symonds and Jones [11, 12],

The main emphasis of the present note was to develop a new analytical tool for

solving large deflection problems with strain-hardening effect. We think that the
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25.0

20.0

15.0

10.0

5.0

Exact Membrane Solution

for H — 0.00

1 0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 <5

Fig. 2. Comparison of membrane solution for deflection with bounds

for beam

present method, based on the construction of simple kinematically admissible fields

and optimization techniques, may be useful in solving a wide range of engineering

problems for shells.

6. Conclusions. In this paper, we have proved that in the case of geometrical non-

linear plastic analysis, the existence of lower bounds for load intensity is directly

related to the properties of the gap function. Based on the theory of convex analysis,

a new lower bound theorem for the load intensity is established for materials with

strain-hardening effects. By introducing the concept of the complementary plastic

superpotential, the yield condition is relaxed, which is of great consequence in de-

riving approximate solutions to engineering problems. A penalty type variational

approximation is suggested to solve the illustrative problem. The numerical results

show that the new lower bound theorem works very well.
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